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Overview The Work History Upgrade Utility is a feature provided in the Process Commander Version 5 releases to allow customers to take advantage of performance improvements related to retrieving history data for display. Customers who have Version 4.2 systems and who have upgraded to a Version 5 release currently display history data in the slower, “Version 4.2” implementation. If they desire, they can switch their system to the new, faster “Version 5.x” implementation, by using the History Upgrade Utility.



Background Data for history items for work objects is stored in the history table (pc_history_work), or in custom copies of that table. Up through Process Commander Version 4.2 Service Pack 4, some of the history data was stored in the Storage Stream column (the BLOB), but most of it was in exposed columns in the database, so history could be displayed for work objects without having to reference the BLOB. In Process Commander Version 4.2 SP5, however, a change was made to the way that history data was stored, in order to accommodate localization of the history messages on the work object. This change involved adding an embedded structure, which required storage in the BLOB. With these versions, when history was displayed for a work object, information had to be drawn from the BLOB, which involves decompressing all the data from the BLOB (as it is stored compressed, to save space), putting it on the clipboard, and then discarding the data that was not needed for the history display. This not only took extra CPU time, but added a great deal of data to the garbage collection, which caused performance to slow. In addition, there is extra overhead at the database level to retrieve a BLOB, making the retrieval itself slower. Data would be drawn from one BLOB entry for each line of history in a work object, so performance when displaying history took a real hit. In the Version 5 releases, new functionality was added to improve performance for history display, using a different data format. New properties were added to the history table to hold some of the embedded data, and all the relevant columns were exposed. With this new feature, when the history display is requested for a work item, all the data is pulled from exposed columns without having to open the BLOB, and much faster performance results. This new functionality will be available to all customers who run Version 5.x systems, whether they create a new application in Version 5.x, or upgrade from a previous version. In any 5.x system, when history data is created, the new columns will be populated. (For the customers who upgrade from Version 4.2, the new columns will be populated with data going forward.) However, in order to enable backward compatibility with the Version 4.2 systems, the system will continue to use the old “Version 4.2” history display until the new functionality is enabled.
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Custom Tables There may be customers who have more than one work-history table in the database, having created additional custom tables in their 4.2 system. If this is true, then the additional work-history tables must have SQL scripts run on them, to add the new columns. (The original pc_history_work table will be taken care of by the standard upgrade procedure.) Example SQL scripts are provided in the Appendix. These scripts should be modified based on the customer’s database type, version, and table names. If this is not done, then the customer will continue to see the old history data as long as the Dynamic System Setting is set to “4.2”. If they wish to use the 5.x history display feature, the system will probably display errors stating that certain columns are missing, or data will be missing from the History display page.



Implementation The setting to implement the version of the History display is stored in the Dynamic System Settings instance called WorkHistoryVersion. The Value field of that class can hold one of two values: • •



4.2 5.1



For full details on the System Settings functionality, please reference the System Settings document.



New Version 5 Installations As stated above, for all Version 5.x installations, the value for WorkHistoryVersion is set to “4.2” to provide backward compatibility. After the system has been installed, the Administrator should open the WorkHistoryVersion Dynamic System Setting and change the Value to 5.1. This is the valid value for all 5.x systems. (Remember to save the record after the change.)
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Version 4.2 Upgrade to 5.x When doing a Version 5.x upgrade, the procedure is to install the Version 5 release, and then export the data from the 4.2 system and import it into the 5.x system. The new 5.x system will default to “4.2” (as described above), so after moving the data, if the customer wishes to store and display their History data in the slower “Version 4.2 implementation,” no changes are necessary. If the customer wishes to have the History data displayed in the improved 5.x format, they must change the WorkHistoryVersion Dynamic System Setting to “5.1.” Important: If the value is set to “5.1” and no other change is made (i.e., the Upgrade Utility is not run), then all the History data that is recorded from that point forward will display fully, using the 5.x functionality. However, all history entries before that date will display with missing data. It is strongly recommended that this Utility be run. Customers who wish to see their 4.2 History data in the 5.x mode need to run the History Upgrade Utility. This utility will open each history entry in the pc_history_work table in the database and resave it, thus populating the new 5.x columns. Depending upon the amount of entries in this table, this process may take a while. To run the History Upgrade Utility: 1. Begin this process by backing up at least the history tables in the database: pc_history_work and any others that were created. (The database should have been backed up before the upgrade to 5.x; if so, another backup may not be necessary. Do not skip backups, however – they are vital.) 2. Start Process Commander with Administrator access. 3. Run the StartWorkHistoryUpgrade activity. Open the activity, and click the “Play” arrow. The “Run Rule” page will display.
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4. On this page, check the Continue box. (If this box is checked, then if the system encounters a problem upgrading a History record, it will continue after that.) Click Execute. 5. The tool will get a list of the Work-History classes (which correspond to the tables in the database having the same schema as pc_history_work), and then try to convert the entries in those tables to the new 5.x format by resaving all the items, class by class, to populate the new columns. This may take a few minutes. NOTE: If for some reason the tool is not able to upgrade a particular record, and the Continue box has been checked, it will leave that record un-updated and continue on. If there is a schema issue with that table, then it will leave all instances of that class and go on to the next class.
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As this conversion procedure occurs, a report will display of the results of the upgrade process, updating as each class is processed:



In this report, each class will display one of three possible result statuses when the activity is through: Highlight color



Status



Description



Green



Complete



The History Upgrade Tool was able to upgrade all History instances in this class.



Yellow



Complete



There were no history records for this class in the pc_history_work table or any custom table with the same schema.



Red



Error



There was some kind of error in processing an instance of this class.



6. For all classes which display in RED on the report, the developer should examine the error and correct it.
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The most common error will probably be the one mentioned in the Custom Tables section above: the customer has created additional custom work-history tables, which were not automatically updated with the new schema changes in the upgrade process. This causes the “Invalid schema for table xxx” error. To correct this error, edit and then run the script templates provided in the appendix to update these tables. 7. Once the errors have been fixed, the developer should run the StartWorkHistoryUpgrade activity again. If the Continue button was checked the first time through, then this running of the tool should only process the classes where an error occurred (rather than reprocessing all of them). 8. The developer should continue steps 4 & 5 until no more red lines display in the report. Once all the classes have been processed successfully, the tool will automatically set the Value of the WorkHistoryVersion System Setting to “5.1.” The developer may choose not to try to fix some of the “red” lines in this report. In this case, the value for WorkHistoryVersion may be changed manually, and the history instances for all of the classes who are highlighted in red will have missing fields in their History displays in the Work items, as they were not change/updated. Again, this is not recommended – running the Upgrade Utility is strongly encouraged.
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APPENDIX: Code To Update Database Tables As stated above, if the Process Commander application being upgraded has additional custom Work-History tables in their 4.2 system, the below scripts must be run on them in order to add the new 5.x columns to the tables. These are example SQL scripts, and should be modified based on the customer’s database type, version, and table names.



MS-SQL go ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD pxAddedByID VARCHAR (128)



NULL



go ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD pxAddedBySystem VARCHAR (64) NULL go ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD pxCoverInsKey VARCHAR (255)



NULL



go ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD pxTimeFlowStarted VARCHAR (64) NULL go ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD pyFlowName VARCHAR (64)



NULL



go ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD pyMessageKey VARCHAR (1024)



NULL



go ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD pySubstitutionValues VARCHAR (1024) NULL go ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD pyTaskID VARCHAR (64)



NULL



Oracle ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD (pxAddedByID VARCHAR2 (128)



);



ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD (pxAddedBySystem VARCHAR2 (64) ); ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD (pxCoverInsKey VARCHAR2 (255) ); ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD (pxTimeFlowStarted VARCHAR2 (64) ); ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD (pyFlowName VARCHAR2 (64) CONFIDENTIAL
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ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD (pyMessageKey VARCHAR2 (1024) ); ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD (pySubstitutionValues VARCHAR2 (1024) ); ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD (pyTaskID VARCHAR2 (64)



);



DB2 ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD COLUMN pxAddedByID VARCHAR (128) @ ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD COLUMN pxAddedBySystem VARCHAR (64) @ ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD COLUMN pxCoverInsKey VARCHAR (255) @ ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD COLUMN pxTimeFlowStarted VARCHAR (64) @ ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD COLUMN pyFlowName VARCHAR (64) @ ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD COLUMN pyMessageKey VARCHAR (1024) @ ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD COLUMN pySubstitutionValues VARCHAR (1024) @ ALTER TABLE pc_history_work ADD COLUMN pyTaskID VARCHAR (64)
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